: 
input costs and eventual revenues may all be random quantities with varying'levels of certainty. The inevitability of these uncertainties has promoted interest in stochastic scheduling (see, for example, Dempster et al [1982] and Righter [in Shaked and Shanthikumar, l994] ).
The great majority of the stochastic scheduling literature concentrates on structural results for optimal solutions that show that, under certain conditions, it may be optimal to follow a fixed permutation schedule or use a form of an index rule (see, for example, Gittins [1981] , Glazebrook [1981] , Pinedo (19831, Shanthikumar and Yao [1992] ). While these results are quite useful in many settings, especially in terms of overall system evaluation, they do not, generally, extend directly to near-term operating conditions. Our interest in this paper is to use stochastic programming formulations to explore the relationship between broad system results for planning purposes and short-term results for actual operations.
Our approach fits into a hierarchical approach to decision making (see also Dempster (19821. Dempster et al 119831 and Dempster [1994] ) . m which we view the decision process as breaking down into: (1) long-term, strategic decisions about overall capacity and scope (market); (2) medium-term. tactical or planning decisions about aggregate production for known items or services, or fixed orders: and (3) short-term, operational decisions for current situations. Scheduling decisions impact on each level of this hierarchy since they may determine overall capacity and fixed term production. as well as decisions on what or how to produce in the present.
Hierarchical stochastic programming provides a unifying framework for thii analysis. .411 levels of the hierarchy can appear in the same model to allow for various methods of decomposition, approximation and solution.
In thii paper, we explore different types of approximation associated with each level of the hierarchy and show how that approximation may aid the overall decision process.
Our results are consistent with other attempts to unify stochastic and dynamic optimization as in. for example. Bertsimas [1994] . These are most compatible when we take a long-term view of design decisions for overall performance and capacity. In Section 2. we explore this strategic decision making level. Our approximation in this section is to assume that operational scheduling effects are well approximated by heavy trafhc fluid, or Markov-modulated fluid, queueing approximations, Dempster [1994] . We use an example from telecommunications (see Dempster, Key and Sledova 119953) to illustrate how this approximation and large deviation theory can reduce a complicated stochastic program to a simple deterministic problem.
When higher level capacity and scope decisions are set, aggregate production scheduling becomes a dominant concern.
In Section 3, we study this level of the decision hierarchy when production decisions can be approximated in a convex model. We give some justification for this in a planning setting. We then provide results from Birge and Dempster (19921 to give optimality conditions for this problem and provide a turnpike result and conditions for optimal cyclic schedules. This also justifies a match-up scheduling approach to disruptions, which was discussed for deterministic systems in Bean et al (19911. At an operational level however, it is often difficult to eliminate the effects of nonconvexities. at a node with a full buffer are lost to the system -the total inflow vector A' of total arrival rates A, at nodes j = 1,. . , J is the m aximum solution of the trafic equations A' = A;, + (A' A p')P, where A denotes coordinatewise minimum.
(1) Figure  1 . Example of a Three Node Nehvork. Together, X' and P completely specify the system ss a&vt surely (as.) the unique solution of
where B' is the constant process representing fixed node capacities and Z' represents the bufler overflow loss process, subject to the appropriate a.s. nonnegativity conditions and the requirement that Y' and Z' are as. so that the maximum queue length is one. The difference between the input and potential output process is the potential net throughput. X. To obtain the queue length process. Q. the lost output process. Y. must be added whenever the output is limited due to the empty state. The buffer overflow process. 2. must also be subtracted when an arrival is lost due to the buffer limit.
The conditions defining the queue length process maq-be neatly summarized by observing that Q' must be pathwise the as. unique solution of the linear order complementarity problem (see e.g. Dempster [1994] ) [1991] ), the e.rpecled queue length process g' emerges at the strategic level in the a.~. limit as n -+ co as (equilibrium) deterministic fluid flow. This flow is regulated by a deterministic increasing process for expected lost output 7' and expected buffer overflow 2' and driven by the deterministic expected potential net throughput process.
where v denotes coordinatewise maximum.
Taken together these deterministic fluid flows satisfy a deterministic version of (OCP). As mentioned above, positive coordinates of g and z' are associated with bottleneck nodes, as is appropriate to strategic decisions such as decreasin, = exogenous input rates or increasing service rates at bottleneck nodes or changing routing frequencies in the network so as to decrease their input loads.
Notice that at this macro expected level -which is by no means the case at lower levels -buffer sizes at individual nodes are irrelevant. Specifically, we consider the chance-constrained P-level problem (9) fp > 0 as. P E Pw w E w.
(12)
The objective (9) of this optimization problem contains coefficients representing the unit cost of link capacity promsion b, , u E A, and unit OD pair net revenue rw. w E IV, resulting from carrying traffic between OD pairs. The first chance, or probabilistac, constraint (10) states that the probability of offered stochastic OD pair traffic flow f, exceedin,o a specified demanded capacity level D, must not exceed the GoS for call re~twrl probability gcalt. The probabilistic constraint (11) states that call GoS gcdr must be maintained for the sum of offered traiiic flows on the set Q, of all paths passin, * through each (directed) link a E A. The constraint (12) In the result below we shall use a large deviation bound to approximate the OD pair demanded capacities D, which meet the probabilistic constraints (10) and (11) XI", 4 = Dw,
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(see Hui and Karasan [1995] ). Hence (24) is the deterministic equivalent of (11) ([1992,1995] To set the stage for our model, we assume a data process, w := {or : t = 0.. .} in a (canonical) probability space (Q, C,n). We also assume a decision process z := {.q : t = 0, .} such that I is a measurable function z : w c-) z(w). The space of the decision processes is the space of essentially bounded functions, L", := L,(R x N, C x P(N), n x #: W'), where P is the power set and # is counting measure.
Associated with the data process is a filtration IF := {C,}g",,, where Ct := e(wt) is the u-field of the history process wL := {we?. ,~t} and the Ct satisfy (0.n) C Co C .. C C.
A fundamental property of the decision process at time t is that it must only depend on the data up to time t, i.e. xt must be Et-measurable. 
with objective F(x) := IE cz"=, fi(xt. xt+r).
We assume in (28) that the objective components f, are proper convex normal integrands (see Rockafellar 
.
. 
.) or xt+r(i) + p(i.j) -x((i) if t is a due date (t = d(i.j)).
The decisions are constrained so that no processing can occur if an item is not released (t < r(i.j)) and processing in each period on each item is at most one. Other restrictions on feasible processes appear in an indicator function S(w. x1. xt+r) which considers ah resource availabilities.
The only costs in this model are due to tardiness.
A penalty w, is charged in each period for every unit of item i backordered (xt(i) < 0). The total tardiness cost at time t given w is then C:=, wi(-rt(w.i))+.
The objective is to minimize the expected total tardiness. Other constraints can also be represented in this way. Our only requirement is that 6(w. . . .) is convex.
As an example of an alternative convex function, this constraint on feasibility can be broadened further to a situation with setups by including an additional set of variables, st(l, j), which indicate the extent to which resource group j is set up to process commodity i. If resource j is a large number of machines. As a general model, we postulate the model of (27) For an electric power scheduling problem as in (39), the variables 2' have binary components to represent the set of units which are in service and continuous components to represent the amount of production. We then have constraints in X' to ensure that a unit can only produce power when it is in service. Objective costs also appear in F' for setups to place units in service and to remove them from service. The linking constraints ensure that all demand is met.
The Lagrangian relaxation approach is to solve a Lagrangian dual to (39) which then decomposes into completely independent subproblems for each i.
The following result from Bertsekas [I9821 provides the basis for the duality gap result in the Lagranginn approach.
Theorem 6. If problem (39) has a solution. for every i, the set {(xi, F'(z'))lz' E X'} i.s compact, ami. for infP-supD<(q+l)p.
where p := max,=I ._,.. N sup(p'F'(z')lz' E S*) -inf(p'f'(z')lr' E .U'). 
Proof. The proof of this result follows the lines of the proof in Bertsekas 119821 except that we recognize the difference between the continuous and integer parts of the variables in order to reduce the first factor of the bound from the general case of q = N(T -I), where T is the number of periods. to Km. If we let the constraints of form (42) 
The vanishing duality gap result holds for other general sampling schemes. 
